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Mentor Covenant Template1
(Fill in your church/organization information in the italicized areas below)

Description of Ministry
(Include a short paragraph, 3-5 sentences, describing the ministry mentors and mentee 
will be participating in. Include ministry objectives and goals. )

Mentor Expectations
(Include a short paragraph, 3-5 sentences, describing the mentors ministry/job/
leadership expectations. Think about this as a job description. What will this person’s 
work include? You might choose to note that mentors do not need to be perfect, have all 
the answers, or know everything about the Bible or Scripture. The role of a mentor is to 
listen, wonder with, and guide the mentee as the mentee makes new discoveries and 
learnings.)

Ministry Opportunities
(Include 5-6 key opportunities for the mentee and mentor to experience God together. 
These might include but are not limited to: worship, service project, church gathering, 
various topics of conversation including meaningful Bible passages or other questions 
concerning faith and living life as a Christian. Think about what opportunities are 
important for your ministry)

Guidelines for Mentoring Ministry
(Include key guidelines for this mentoring ministry. Listed below are some examples- 
you may choose to edit or add your own based on your congregation or context. As you 
consider your guidelines, remember these are best practices that either reflect your 
safety policy or offer additional guidance not present in your policy. These are guidelines 
that your church creates to help create a safe environment for all persons involved in 
the mentor ministry.)

1. Mentor/Mentee shall meet _____________ (insert preferred frequency- weekly, 
monthly, etc.)

 Note: This is a guideline for ministry. These guidelines reflect the safety policy and provide 1

broader explanation of best practices and healthy mentoring behaviors. This is a template- all 
listed information are suggestions for the consideration of the individual church, organization, or 
faith community. Persons using this form shall prayerfully review their safety policy and discern 
how their community will outline guidelines and expected behavior for their individual ministries.
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2. Mentor/Mentee shall meet for ____________ (insert preferred duration of meeting)
3. Mentor/Mentee shall meet in a public place. If meeting on church property, all parties 

will follow the church safety policy. 
4. Mentor must abide by the church’s cyber safety policy at all times texting, e-mailing, 

or using social media only when appropriate to share logistics and ministry 
information. Mentors must have parental permission to use these direct forms of 
communication. If persons do not have parent/guardian permission, they shall copy 
parents/legal guardians, on all communication. 

5. Parents/Legal Guardians must be notified of location and time of meeting. Parent/
Legal Guardian may choose to stay.

6. If transportation is needed, mentor shall work with parents/legal guardians, other 
mentors, and church staff to discern safest way to provide transportation. Specific 
arrival and departure times should clearly be communicated with Parent/Legal 
Guardian and other involved parties. 

7. Mentor/Mentee commit to attending worship and other designated activities 
together. 

8. Confidentiality: Everything shared is confidential until by keeping confidence harm 
may come to you or someone else.  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Confirmation Mentor Covenant
(Listed below are some examples- you may choose to edit or add your own)

As a mentor to _____________________________________, I vow to:
Attend all required sessions
be on time
support and nurture him or her throughout the confirmation process.
pray for him or her each day.
sit with him or her in worship at least once each month.
be ready and willing to listen to his or her questions and concerns.
get to know about his or her interests
participate alongside him or her in at least one service project, fundraiser, or other 
church activity.
be an example of an adult Christian with an honest and maturing faith.

For the safety and security of _________________________ and myself, I will:
follow the church’s safety policy
never meet with him or her alone behind closed doors.
not drive my mentee anywhere unless another child/youth or un-related adult is in 
the car or a 3rd party is able to observe and document accurate departure and 
arrival times.
include mentee’s parents/legal guardians or the confirmation director on any e-mail , 
text, or social media messages. 

_______________________ __________________
Signature Date
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